Master Indicator Strategy To Rule Stock Market

We are using this on (NSE : TRIDENT) stock as an example to explain. You
can use these indicators with any stock in stock market in the world

1. Indicator 1 : Moving Average Converging [LUX]
Type : “Moving Average Converging [LUX]” in the indicator section of trading
view. The author of the indicator is LuxAlgo. Use only this indicator
What it does & How to use it ?
This indicator is a moving average indicator developed to show green zones
(bullish) & red zones (bearish)
Here is how the indicator works

Notice every time green zone changes to red zone & vice-versa, the price
follows the zones
When you trade you don’t see anything and just use moving averages, but this
indicator shows you zones before absolute bullishness or bearishness

Where to enter ?

As you can see the best time to enter when the red zones become very narrow
and green zone appears (Transition zone for bullish trend reversal)

Similarly, if you want to short, take position when the green zone drops down and
transitions for the very first time. (Transition zone for bearish trend reversal)

Please Note :
• Don’t use this indicator alone (use with other 2 indicators)
• Longer the timeframe greater the accuracy ( 1M > 1W > 1D > 1hr > 15min)
• When the zone changes be very careful bcoz sometimes the next day the
stock again tries to continue the trend before ultimately failing to
maintain the tend (So, either have a lenient stop loss or wait for re-testing
of the stock. Don’t jump the gun as soon as the zone changes)

2. Indicator 2 : Accumulation/Distribution Money Flow [Cyrus c|:D]

by author cl8DH
Type/Paste : “Accumulation/Distribution Money Flow [Cyrus c|:D]”
in the indicator section of Trading view.

What it does & How to use it ?
THIS IS THE BEST INDICATOR THAT WILL TELL US WHETHER SMART MONEY IS
“BUYING OR SELLING”
THIS IS NOT VISIBLE TO SMALL TRADERS/INVESTORS LIKE US.
Thankfully, this indicator tells us whether the stock is under “BUYING PRESSURE”
or “SELLING PRESSURE”
The right side of the indicator will show the volume of trading on that particular
stock. Notice how the candle and this indicator moves in a similar pattern. Also
notice the 0 line (red dotted line here, I have changed the colors to show red).
This is the magical area.

If the indicator is say eg : reaching this 0 line from up (say volume of
50 million) to down ( say 2 million) – then that means that stock is
being actively sold or big investors unloading the shares.

When the indicator is below 0 line (for eg : now the volume is – 3
million) and after few days is more negative ( for eg : now the volume
is -54 million), then that means the stock is targeted by sellers and
you should never take a buy position even though you might see the
stock up by 5-10 % in next few days.

When to take the buy position ?

When you observe on a longer time frame (1D, 1W, 1M), the indicator grazing the
0 line from below (i.e. from -2 million to say +1.5 million) and the indicator is
above 0 line, then that means renewed buying pressure is happening as the smart

money/big investors are again loading up the stock ahead of a big momentum.
Always remember never take any buy position if the indicator is not above 0 line
or extremely close to the 0 line )

This alone is the indicators that tells you what the big investors are doing.
Without this indicator, you can see big green and red candles, and you might get
trapped. On a longer timeframe, you can see clearly whether big felllas are selling
or buying with this indicator.

Indicator 3 : Normalized Smoothed MACD by Dreadblitz

Just go and type this indicator in Trading view to get the indicator displayed on
the chart
You will see the indicator ranging from (+1.00) to (-1.00)

As you can see above the main action happens when the indicator
reaches (+1.00) or (-1.00). We are least interested when this indicator
is say anywhere from (0.80 to -0.80). We don’t take a trade in this
range.

This is because as the indicator reaches close to -1.00 and the red line changes to
green, then that means you will see a bullish move next.

Now if the green line cuts the black dotted line from below, then a
explosive bullish move takes place. (Take a buy position just before
the crossing)
Conversely when the indicator is close to +1.00 and the green line changes to red
line, and now this red line crosses the black line from above to downwards, then
that means you can easily sell this stock ( Short sell the stock)

Now Let Us See How To Use All The 3 indicators Together

Step 1 : Load the 3 indicators 1st on the chart
1st Indicator = Moving Average Converging [LUX] by LuxAlgo
2nd Indicator = Accumulation/Distribution Money Flow [Cyrus c|:D] by

cl8DH
3rd Indicator = Normalized Smoothed MACD by Dreadblitz

How To Use these indicators together?
Is indicator 1 close to transition zone ( red zone converting into green zone or vice
versa).

If yes, then is the 2nd indicator showing a buying pressure in last 3 days

If yes, then is the 3rd indicator close to (-1.00) and red line changing to green or
the green line is cutting the black dotted line from below

If 3 indicators point in the same direction then take a buy position, you will get a
upside explosive move next.

Just reverse this rule for short selling ( 1st indicator zone changing from green to
red or green zone is getting severely narrow and going downwards, 2nd indicator
showing selling from past few days/weeks, 3rd indicator close to +1.00 and green
line changing to red, and the red line cutting black dotted line from up to down)

Points to remember :
• All 3 indicators will not point in the same direction. Many a times you
have to rely on 2 indicators . If that happens priority of indicators are as
follows ( 2nd indicator > 3rd indicator > 1st indicator)
• The greater the timeframe, the more accurate the indicators will be able
to catch the trend. ( 1M > 1W > 1D)
• These 3 indicators work well for intraday trading also. But try to use a
greater timeframe (1D > 1hr > 15min > 5min > 1min)
• Control greed and don’t enter until these 3 indicators point out the
trend clearly. Sometimes a great event (eg: COVID, sudden event) may
change the trend altogether.
• This is for educational purposes only. Any gain or loss that occurs using
this strategy, we are not responsible. Take the trades at your own risk.
Using this strategy means you are aware of the risks involved. Please
don’t use this strategy until & unless fully convinced in the trade

